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Get more from your EMR





Get more from your EMR by adding tools and services that can help improve your productivity and enhance patient care.
Browse our complete list of available add-ons or filter your search by selecting a TELUS EMR and/or desired service below.
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Patient engagement


Streamline clinic workflows, help alleviate administrative burden, enable patients to proactively manage their health and well-being, and help keep critical data safe for a positive healthcare experience with Pomelo by TELUS Health.


Discover Pomelo by TELUS Health





 TELUS EMR Virtual Visit


Easily conduct video visits, access health information and update patient health records simultaneously, right from your EMR.

Discover TELUS EMR Virtual Visit





Automated appointment reminders


Help reduce patient no-show rates and increase clinic efficiency by automatically sending patients appointment reminders via phone, text or email.

Discover Automated appointment reminders





Digital patient forms


Enable patients to conveniently complete forms online and update their personal information prior to their appointments to save time in the clinic. 

Discover Digital patient forms





EMR access on the go


Remotely connect to your EMR from a mobile device. Access patient and clinic information, manage labs, document symptoms, and more. Complimentary.

Discover EMR Mobile





Online appointment  booking


Enhance your patient experience by offering the convenience of booking and managing appointments online, while reducing incoming call volumes.

Discover Online appointment booking





Patient check-in kiosk


Empower patients to manage their own check-in, update information and complete forms at a digital kiosk in your clinic. Hardware also available.

Discover Patient check-in kiosk





Patient portal


Stay connected to patients with private messaging, online appointment booking, and patient broadcasting through a web-based, customizable portal.

Discover Patient portal





Clinic-to-clinic communications


From your EMR, exchange and store unlimited digital and eFax communications with healthcare professionals outside your clinic for continuity of care.

Discover MedDialog





Wait room management


Manage patient expectations and decrease reception desk traffic with digital screens that display wait times, patient queue information and more. 

Discover Wait room management







TELUS Health presents Physician Pulse
Your source for digital healthcare insights and innovation.
Visit blog
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Transforming care delivery through everyday innovation
We are committed to working with healthcare professionals across Canada by harnessing the power of technology to connect everyone in the circle of care. 
Learn more
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Request a sales callback
Have any questions or ready to order?


Contact sales

Or call us at:
1 844 EMR-4YOU




Get technical support

Get in touch with a TELUS Health representative.


Contact support

Or call us at: 
1 844 EMR-4YOU



Additional links

Med Access Community Portal
Sign in from your EMR, and visit the Help section to access the Community Portal


Wolf Community Portal
Access FAQs, customer forums and training materials


Connect now

Physician Pulse
Digital healthcare insights for physicians



Visit blog


















Support

Contact us


The TELUS team acknowledges that our work spans many Territories and Treaty areas and we are grateful for the traditional Knowledge Keepers and Elders who are with us today, those who have gone before us and the youth that inspire us. We recognize the land and the benefits it provides all of us, as an act of Reconciliation, as recommended by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) 94 Calls to Action and gratitude to those whose territory we reside on, work on or are visiting. Learn more about  TELUS’ commitments to Reconciliation.
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Support

Contact us


Territorial Acknowledgment
The TELUS team acknowledges that our work spans many Territories and Treaty areas and we are grateful for the traditional Knowledge Keepers and Elders who are with us today, those who have gone before us and the youth that inspire us. We recognize the land and the benefits it provides all of us, as an act of Reconciliation, as recommended by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) 94 Calls to Action and gratitude to those whose territory we reside on, work on or are visiting. Learn more about  TELUS’ commitments to Reconciliation.
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Sales support
Technical support
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About us
Our leadership team
Our offices
Careers
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Innovation
News & Resources
Press releases
Upcoming events
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Privacy
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